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As of today, Sun was transiting with Mercury and Jupiter in the sign of Aquarius (Kumbh). Moon
too had joined this combination yesterday. Since past one month Sun was with Jupiter, making
the benevolent planet combust and powerless. Then Mercury had entered Aquarius and as of
today it is also fully combust. 

The discipline of Jupiter was becoming more strict under the harsh gaze of Sun. As Mercury
becomes highly influenced by Sun when it is in its vicinity and it is combust too due to its
nearness to Sun in degrees, it was unable to soften the methodical regulations of Sun.
  
Now, when both Sun and Mercury move to Pisces today, Jupiter will be able to breathe easy
and to bestow its blessings with much vigour on all who are in need of them. The stalled
progress in all sectors of Judiciary and education will begin to move forward once again. 

Mars too has become direct on 10th march 2010. This planet is the fuel in the vehicles of
progress in all areas of human life. But, Mars is still debilitated and not much positive effects
can be expected from it till it enters Leo (Simha) on 26th May 2010.

The transit of Sun in Pisces will be till 14th April 2010. Mercury has picked up quite a speed and
it will cross Pisces only in 16 days entering Aries on 30th March 2010 where it will become
retrograde giving a good boost to trade and business all over the world. 

Sun and Mercury will join Venus in Pisces and these three will have some planetary games of
their own till 27th march 2010 when Venus moves to Aries. Mercury is a planet which is friendly
towards both Venus and Sun but these two planets are mutual enemies. So, we can expect
some great play of diplomacy by Mercury. One observes that people who have these three
planets in same sign are quite good writers and can manifest very diverse kinds of behaviour,
thoughts and expressions. 

But, Mercury becomes debilitated in Pisces although this debilitation will not have much effect
during this transit first due to its combust status for most part of this transit and second due to its
Neech Bhanga owing to the presence of Venus in Pisces.

This transit of Sun in Pisces will be beneficial for people born in Moon Signs and Ascendants
like Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Scorpio and Sagittarius. It can be quite harmful for those born
under Aries, Leo, Virgo, Libra and Pisces.
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